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Let S(n, k, u) denote the number of vectors (a,, ,..., a”+) with nonnegative 
integer components that satisfy a,, + *** + u,+~ = k and Xyz: iai = u (mod n). 
Two proofs are given for the relation S(n, k, u) = S(k, n, u). The first proof is 
by algebraic enumeration while the second is by combinatorial construction. 
Let S(n, k, V) denote the number of vectors (a, ,..., a,,-3 with non- 
negative integer components that satisfy 
n-1 
a0 + -a- + a,,-, = k and iC, iad = v (mod n). (*) 
Brualdi and Newman, [l], determine S(n, n, 0) and show that it is the 
number of formally different terms in the expansion of an n by n circular 
permanent. In this paper, two proofs are given for the relationship 
S(n, k, v) = S(k, n, v). The first proof uses generating functions and 
explicitly evaluates S(n, k, v), following the method in [l] though some- 
what simplified. The second proof is combinatorial. 
Let R(n, k, I) denote the number of solutions, (a, ,..., a,-3 to 
n-1 n-1 
,: ai = k, ,: iai = L ai 2 0. 
Then, setting GO, Y) = Ck,z)O &(k 0 x~Y~, 
G,(x, y) = nz (1 + y”x + y2ix2 + -.-) = ff (1 - xy’)-l. (0 
i=o i=O 
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Because S(n, k, V) = CzHu(mod n) R,(k, Z), we conclude that 
c S(n, k, V) P = f i; &“G,(x, WI), 
k>O 3=1 
(2) 
where o = ea2*jn. However, the right side of (2) is 
;c c UJ-j”G*(x, d) = ; c c 
w-yl - p/d)4 (using UN 
din (j.va)=d dll? (j,?&)=d 
1<i<n l$j<Q 
We note that 
is a Ramanujan sum, and from (2) and (3) we conclude that 
(4) 
where c,(m) = &lla,dlnz &z/l> d. (See Hardy and Wright [2]). From (4) we 
conclude that S(n, k, v) = S(k, n, v). 
Our second proof establishes a constructive correspondence between 
the vectors enumerated by S(n, k, V) and those enumerated by S(k, n, v). 
Among the vectors (b, ,..., b,-3 we define the following equivalence 
relationship: two vectors are equivalent if one can be obtained from the 
other by cyclic shifting of coordinates. Thus 
(bo ,..., LA (b, ,..., b-1 , bo), (b, >-.., bra-1 3 bo , b,) 
etc. belong to the same cyclic equivalence class. Let T(n, k) denote the set 
of cyclic equivalence classes of vectors satisfying b,, + *-- + bnml = k, 
bj>OforO<i<n-- 1. 
Our first step is to exhibit a one-to-one mapping from the classes of 
T(n, k) onto those of T(k, n). Given a necklace of O’s and l’s, containing 
n l’s and k O’s, we can associate it with a cyclic equivalence class in 
T(n, k) as follows. Proceeding in the counter clockwise direction around 
the necklace, we form the sequence, b, , b, ,..., b,-l, by counting the 
number of O’s between successive 1’s. We associate the equivalence class 
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containing (b ,, ,..., b,,) with the necklace. For example, the necklace 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
is associated with the equivalence class containing (2, 1, 0, 3). It is clear 
that this process is reversable, and therefore we have a correspondence 
between the cyclic equivalence classes of vectors in T(n, k) and necklaces 
consisting of n l’s and k 0’s. If instead of counting O’s between successive 
l’s, we count l’s between successive O’s, and proceed in the clockwise 
direction, then we establish a correspondence between necklaces and 
cyclic equivalence classes of vectors in T(k, n). For example, the above 
necklace is associated with the class containing (2, 1, 0, 1, 0,O). Combining 
these two correspondences yields the desired mapping between classes of 
T(n, k) and classes of T(k, n). Thus the class containing (2, 1, 0, 3) maps 
into the class containing (2, 1, 0, 1, 0,O). We let 0 denote the mapping of 
the above construction from the classes of T(n, k) onto those of T(k, n). 
The following lemma exhibits a further property of the mapping 0. 
LEMMA. Let C be an equivalence class of T(n, k), and c’ = OC be the 
corresponding class in T(k, n). Let (b, ,..., b,-,) be in C and (d, ,..., d& be 
in C’. Let g = gcd(n, k). Then 
n-1 k-l 
c ib, 3 1 idi (mod g). 
i=o i=O 
Proof. We remark that our choice of representatives from C and C’ 
does not affect the validity of the lemma, because if (b, ,..., b,-,) 
and (bo’,..., bb-,) are in the same cyclic equivalence class, then 
C ib, = C ib;’ (mod g). Let JV denote the necklace consisting of n 
adjacent l’s followed by k adjacent 0%. We observe that any necklace 
consisting of n l’s and k O’s can be obtained from JV by a series of inter- 
changes between adjacent O’s and 1’s. Our strategy of proof is the following. 
In view of the association of C and c’ with a necklace as described in the 
construction of 0, it suffices to show that given any necklace with n l’s 
and k O’s, if b, ,..., b,,-, and do ,..., dk-, are sequences denoting, respec- 
tively, the number of O’s between successive l’s of the necklace (proceeding 
counter clockwise) and the number of l’s between successive O’s of the 
necklace (proceeding clockwise), then C ib, = C idi (mod g). We define 
the value of a necklace to be (c ibi - C idi)(mod g). Clearly the value of 
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J is 0. It is also clear that interchanging a 1 with an adjacent 0 in a 
necklace leaves invariant its value. From the above observation it follows 
that the value of any necklace is 0, and this proves the lemma. 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM. S(n, k, V) = S(k, n, v). 
Proof. Our method of proof is to show that within an equivalence 
class C of vectors in T(n, k), the number of vectors that satisfy (*) is equal 
to the number of vectors in OC that satisfy 
k-l 
a0 + a-. + akel = n, z. iai = v  (mod k). (*‘) 
Let [ denote the operation of a cyclic shifting of the components of a 
vector one position to the right. Given a vector 6 = (b, ,..., b,J, let 
w(6) = cy=l,, ihi). For any & in T(n, k), w@(6)) = w(6) + jk (mod n). 
Hence (j : w@(6)) = w@)(mod n)} = (0, n/g, 2n/g,..., (g - 1) n/g} where 
g = gcd(n, k). Assuming 6 is fixed, let h = min{ j : j > 0, r(6) = E}. 
Then 6 = (b, ,..., b,-,) = (b, ,..., bhel ,,.., b, ,..., b&, and (n/g)1 h. Finally 
the number of different vectors Z in the cyclic equivalence class C con- 
taining 6 with w(5) = w@)(mod n) is ghln. Now in T(k, n), we define the 
analogous functions and quantities 6’, w’, h’, C’, and we obtain the 
analogous result that within the cyclic equivalence class C’ the number of 
different vectors 3 with w’(2) = w’(S’)(mod k) is gh’/k. Now if C’ = OC, 
from our construction of 0, we see that h/n = h’/k. Therefore, the equality 
of S(n, k, v) and S(k, n, v) follows once we have established the fact that 
there exists in C a vector a satisfying (*) if and only if there exists in C’ a 
vector Z satisfying (*‘). But this follows without difficulty from the lemma. 
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